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Abstract. The paper presents the graph knowledge base of the ontology repository. The origi-

nal algorithm for translating the RDF/OWL-ontology into a graph knowledge base is proposed. 

In addition, the article presents an approach to the inference on the ontology repository. The 

approach based on translating the SWRL constructs into the elements of the Cypher language. 

Examples of using the proposed algorithms and models are presented in the article. 

1. Introduction 
Post-industrial society operates with huge volumes of information both in everyday and professional 

activities. A large amount of information causes difficulties in making decisions within the framework 

of tight time constraints [1] [2]. 

A variety of software automation of human activities are used to solve this problem. However, it is 

necessary to adapt them to the specifics of a particular problem area (PrA). 

Ontologies are usually used to describe the subject area features [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]. Ontolo-

gies could be presented as subject area models in the form of a semantic web (graph) [10] [11]. 

The RDF and OWL languages are the most common formats to represent ontologies [12] [13] at 

the current time. The OWL language is expressive and contains various kinds of functional relation-

ships. 

The Protégé editor is the primary and most commonly used tool for building ontologies. The user 

must have knowledge in the ontological design and knowledge engineering fields for working with 

Protege. 

The OWL API library is often used to work with ontologies during the operation of intelligent sys-

tems [14]. The OWL API has the greatest functionality [15], but it can only be used in programs writ-

ten for the JVM platform (Java Virtual Machine). 

The SPARQL query language [16] is usually used to generate queries for the RDF-ontologies. The 

reasoners (Pellet [17], Fact++ [18], Hermit [19]) are used for the OWL-ontologies. 

Thus, there is no unified method of working with ontologies and generating queries to them. 

One solution of this problem is specialized repositories, for example, StarDog [20], Virtuoso [21], 

RDF4j [22], etc. However, existing ontology repositories have the following disadvantages: 

• need to acquire licenses for use; 

• only RDF format full support. 

Our scientific group has developed a new efficient ontology repository. This repository:  

1. Imports RDF and OWL ontologies. 

2. Creates queries to the repository. 

3. Does not require the developer knowledge in the ontological design and knowledge engineer-

ing. 
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4. Interacts with the ontology repository using the HTTP protocol.  

5. Makes the repository independent of the programming language and operating system used. 

2. The model of the KB of the ontology repository 

Ontology is a model of the PrA representation and visualized in the form of a semantic graph. 

Graph-oriented database management system (Graph DBMS) Neo4j [23] is the basis of the ontolo-

gy store for fuzzy KB. Neo4j is currently one of the most popular graph databases and has the follow-

ing advantages: 

1. Having a free community version. 

2. Native format for data storage. 

3. One copy of Neo4j can work with graphs containing billions of nodes and relationships. 

4. The presence of a graph-oriented query language Cypher. 

5. Availability of transaction support. 

Neo4j was chosen to store the description of the PrA in the applied ontology form since the ontolo-

gy is actually a graph. In this case, it is only necessary to limit the set of nodes and graph relations into 

which ontologies on RDF and OWL will be translated. 

The context of an ontology is some state of ontology obtained during versioning. Context can also 

be a subject area. 

Formally the ontology is:  
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                               (1) 

where t  is a number of the ontology contexts,  

 nTTTT ,,, 21   is a set of ontology contexts, 
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where 
iT

CR  is a set of relations defining hierarchy of ontology classes within the i -th context,  

iT
IR  is a set of relations defining the 'class-object' ontology tie  within the i -th context,  

iT
PR  is a set of relations defining the 'class-class property' ontology tie within the i -th context,  

iT
SR  is a set of relations defining the 'object-object state' ontology tie within the i -th context,  

iT

FR  is a set of relations generated on the basis of logical ontology rules in the context of i -th con-

text. 

Some relations of the G ( iT
CR  и iT

IR ) may be functional relations. Functional relations are charac-

teristic of the OWL language. 

3. Translation of RDF/OWL-ontology into a graph KB 

It is necessary to select structural elements of TBox (structure, scheme) and ABox (content) of graph 

KB respectively for successful translation of RDF or OWL ontology to graph KB objects. 

Formally the functions of translating an RDF/OWL ontology to a graph KB are: 
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where RDFRDFRDFRDFRDF RSPICRDF ,,,,  – set of entities RDF ontology (corresponds to the entities 

of expression 1), 
OWLOWLOWLOWLOWL RSPICOWL ,,,,  – set of entities RDF ontology (corresponds to the entities 

of expression 1), 

O  – set of ontology entities of the graph KB (expression 1). Table 1 shows the correspondence of 

the RDF / OWL-ontology entities to the graph KB entities. 

 

Table 1. Correspondence of RDF / OWL-ontology entities to the graph KB entities  

RDF OWL Graph KB 
TBox 

rdfs:Resource owl:Thing  iiii T
n

TTT
CCCC  , , , 21   

rdfs:Class owl:Class  iiii T
n

TTT
CCCC  , , , 21   

rdfs:subClassOf owl:SubclasOf iT
CR  

rdf:Property owl:ObjectProperty 
owl:DataProperty 

 iiii T
n

TTT
PPPP  , , , 21   

rdfs:domain owl:ObjectPropertyDomain 
owl:DataPropertyDomain 

iT
PR  

rdfs:range owl:ObjectPropertyRange 
owl:DataPropertyRange 

iT
PR  

ABox 
rdf:type 
rdf:ID 

owl:NamedIndividual  iiii T
n

TTT
IIII  , , , 21   

owl:ClassAssertion iT
IR  

rdf:resource 
rdf:ID 

owl:ObjectPropertyAssertion 
owl:DataPropertyAssertion 

 iiii T
n

TTT
SSSS  , , , 21   

iT
SR  

 

The main entities of RDF and OWL ontologies correspond to the ontology of the graph KB. 

The graph KB entities unify different formats of ontologies and form a data model. The developer 

can build queries to the ontology repository contents on Cypher using the generated data model. This 

method of extracting knowledge from the ontology repository is more familiar to the developer than 

working with reasoners. However, the possibility of the inference on the contents of our repository of 

ontologies exists. 

4. The inference on the KB contents 

The inference is the process of reasoning from the premises to the conclusion. Reasoners are used to 

implement the function of inference. Reasoners form logical consequences produce an inference based 

on many statements, facts and axioms [24] [25] and also carry out a control of logical integrity. 

The Neo4j GDBMS does not allow the use of existing reasoners. Thus, there is a need to develop a 

mechanism for inference from the ontology repository content. 

Formally the logical rule of the ontology of the fuzzy knowledge base is: 

, , , CypherSWRLTreeT
AAAF i 

 
where  

iT  – i -th context of the ontology of the fuzzy KB; 

TreeA  – a tree-like representation of a logical rule iT
F ; 

SWRLA  – SWRL representation of the logical rule iT
F ; 

CypherA  – Cypher representation of the logical rule iT
F . 

The tree-view TreeA  of a logical rule iT
F  is: 
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, , ConsAntATree 
 

where  

nAntAntAntAnt  21  – is the antecedent (condition) of the logical rule iT
F ; 

 ORAND  ,  – is a set of permissible logical operations between antecedent atoms; 

Cons  – consequent (consequence) of a logical rule iT
F . 

Figure 1 shows an example of a tree-like representation of a logical rule. This rule describes the 

nephew-uncle relationship. 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of a tree-like representation of a logical rule. 

The tree-like logical rule is translated into the following SWRL [26]: 

1. hasParent(?a,?b) & hasBrother(?b,?c) & => hasUncle(?a,?c) 

2. hasChild(?b,?a) & hasSister(?c,?b) => hasUncle(?a,?c), 

and the following Cypher view: 

1. MATCH (s1:Statement{name: "hasChild", lr: true}) 

MATCH (r1a)<-[:Domain]-(:Statement{name:"hasFather"})-[:Range]->(r1b) 

MERGE (r1b)-[:Domain]->(s1) 

MERGE (r1a)-[:Range]->(s1) 

2. MATCH (s1:Statement{name: "hasChild", lr: true}) 

MATCH (r2c)<-[:Domain]-(:Statement{name:"hasSister"})-[:Range]->(r2a) 

MATCH (r2c)<-[:Domain]-(:Statement{name:"hasFather"})-[:Range]->(r2b) 

MERGE (r2b)-[:Domain]->(s1) 

MERGE (r2a)-[:Range]->(s1). 

Thus, the rules are translated into their tree-view when imported into the KB of logical rules in the 

SWRL language. 

The presence of a tree-like representation of a logical rule allows you to form both a SWRL-

representation of a logical rule and a Cypher-representation based on it. 

Relations of a special type - iT
FR  (expression 2) are formed by using a logical rule on the Cypher 

between the graph KB entities iT
F  (expression 1). The graph KB entities must satisfy the atoms of the 

antecedent of the logical rule. Relations formed to organize the inference from the ontology repository 

contents. 

A set of Cypher queries is formed to control the logical integrity of the ontology repository con-

tents. Cypher queries invert the axioms of TBox. If one of these queries returns the result then the log-

ical integrity is violated. 
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5. Conclusion 

This article considers the approach to translating RDF/OWL-ontology in the graph KB. The developed 

ontology repository based on the graph KB allows the developer to interact with the repository con-

tents in the most familiar way - to build queries to the graph KB content. 

In this case, the unified graph DB data model (expressions 1 and 2) allows you to import RDF and 

OWL ontologies. 

These formats are often used to form a description of the domain features in the ontology form. 

TBox of graph KB (Table 1) defines the axioms available for formation and allows you to control the 

logical integrity of the graph knowledge base content. 

The inference engine built into our ontology repository allows you to import SWRL rules and cre-

ate a tree-like view of the SWRL rules based on them. The tree view allows you to create a set of logi-

cal rules in the graph KB. The rules of the graph KB can be used to derive new facts and axioms based 

on the graph KB contents. 

Thus, the developer will need less time to study the ways and means of working with ontologies in 

the development of intelligent systems if he uses our ontology repository as a KB. The saved time will 

be used to develop business logic. 
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